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REMARKS 

I’m, first, a vinyl DJ (since 2001). So, you can easily imagine I prefer turntables! I play at least on 3 

decks. However, I know every club does not necessarily have turntables that works properly (they 

should have!) so you will find different and acceptable setups. The only and absolutely required item 

is the mixer. Please, just inform me at least one week before my venue which setup is selected. Feel 

free to contact me to find the best solution! 

 

IDEAL SETUP 

- 1 DJM900 NXS2 up to date w/ the latest firmware (2.06) or 1 DJM V10 NO OTHER MIXER 

WILL BE ACCEPTED AND THE ARTIST… 

- 3 x Technics MK5, SL-1200GR or MK7 (no other turntable accepted) 

- 2 x CDJ 2000 NXS2 up to date w/ the latest firmware (1.85) linked 
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See “OTHER POSSIBLE SETUPS” section. 

Here the links to the firmwares: 

- CDJ 2000 NXS2 : https://www.pioneerdj.com/fr-fr/support/software/player/cdj-2000nxs2/ 

- DJ 900 NXS2 : https://www.pioneerdj.com/fr-fr/support/software/mixer/djm-900nxs2/ 
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HOSPITALITY 

 

No need to book an hotel if I can stay with someone, I just need to sleep a little before my next step! 

Dinner is welcome but not necessary (sometimes I love to visit the city alone, but I guess I’m a good 

companion too!) 

Otherwise: 

- Hotel must be at least a European standard FOUR (4) STAR HOTEL including breakfast, wireless 

internet (free of charge), early check-in and late check-out 

- Hotel must be approved by myself 

 

PROMOTION 

Please, just let me inform of what you do :o) 

 

OTHER POSSIBLE SETUPS 
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